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The year 1999 was marked by important industrial reorganisations especially concerning Framatome, : the shareholding was
modified, and at the end of the year the fusion of nuclear activities with those of Siemens was decided.

The construction of the last N4 plants is completed, with no realisation expected in a near future; the decision on an EPR unit
is not expected in the short term. The operation of the plants was satisfying, the availability is nevertheless lower than in 1998.

Renovation , inspection and maintenance works were actively conducted at Phenix;

Decommissioning work was undertaken at Superphenix ; the core unloading began in December.

The R&D strategy was redefined ; on fast reactors, work decreases on sodium and increases on other valiants. International
collaborations remain active.
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I. GENERAL SITUATION

1.1. Some outstanding events

A major event was in February the opening of electricity market in Europe. Transitional dispositions were adopted by EDF,
according to which sites consuming more than 100 Gwh are eligible.

Important changes occurred in industrial organisation. EDF acquired in November 25 % of EnBW (4th German electricity
company) ; its subsidiary London electricity bought SWEB, one of the distribution society of UK (1300000 customers). EDF
has also participation in societies of Sweden and Finland. A reorganisation of FRAMATOME share holdings was decided in
July; COGEMA becomes, with 34 % of the share capital, the main share holder ; Alcatel should completely withdraw within
two years. At the end of the year, FRAMATOME and SIEMENS announced the fusion of their nuclear activities, the share of
capital being FRA 66 %, SIEMENS 34 %. M. VIGNON will be the president of the new society.

The average price of electricity decreased by 2 % in May ( 8,8 % in three years).

In August, a decree authorised the construction of a first underground laboratory for waste disposals, at Bure in clay. ; work
has now started. A second site, in granite, is looked for.

1.2. Production of electricity

The date for 1999 are the following :

Production

Nuclear power plants
Conventional power
plants
Hydraulics plants

Total
Of which EDF

Twh

375
48,5
76,5

500
469

Relative share

75
9,7
15,3

Variation 99/98

+ 1,8
-7,8
+ 16,3

+ 2,7
+ 2,6

Consumption

Exportation
Importation
Losses
Pumping
Net consumption

Twh

68,7
5
28,
6,3
401,5

Variation 99/98

+ 10,5
+ 8,9
-5,9
+ 12,5
+ 2,1

1.3. Nuclear energy production data

With the criticality of CIVAUX 2 and its connection to grid in December, the construction of the N4 plants is now completed.
EDF owns 58 PWR, for a total capacity of 63 Gwe.

This nuclear park is still young, and the renewal will not begin before 2015-2025 (according to the possibility of life
extension). A decision of construction of one EPR plant is not expected in the short term.

The availability factor was 79,3 % instead of 81,1 in 1998 ; this decrease is due to an extension of planned shut down to
improve the confinement tightness of some 1300 Mwe plants, and modification of piping of shut down cooling system for
some 900 and 1300 Mwe plants.

Safety

482 incidents were declared, among which 116 rated level 1 and 3 level 2.
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At the end of December, one violent storm led to important damages to the Blayais plant, due to overflowing of the Gironde
river; this caused out put of several safety systems, and one of the three level 2 incidents. A reassessment .of the plants located
at seaside and riverside will be conducted.

1.4. Status of fast reactors

Renovation works went on actively at Phenix plant; mainly with reinforcement again earthquakes; the ultrasonic inspection of
the welds of the conical shell supporting the core were successfully conducted. Maintenance works revealed cracks in SGU
units, whereas difficulties, now over come, were encountered during the fabrication of new IHX.

Decommissioning work are engaged at Superphenix : core unloading began at the end of 99 after preparatory work, among
which the installation of an electrical heating system of the primary vessel. A lot of systems and components were removed
from service.

1.5. R&D

A comprehensive assessment on the strategy for nuclear energy development was conducted by CEA all along the year. It
confirmed the interest of fast reactors, with a long term perspective for industrialisation. As a consequence, the existing
program on sodium cooled FR is strongly reduced whereas work is engaged to study the other variants. This reorientation
became effective in 1999 ; CAPRA-CADRA remains a key component of this program.

To implement this program, the CEA is engaged since a long time in international collaborations, and considers as a major
objective to maintain them active, and possibly to extend them.

2. RAPSODIE

After the reconstruction phase completed in 1998, (decontamination and rebuilding of the southern hall and peripheral gallery
of the reactor strongly damaged during the accident), CEA's In-house Inquiry Committee issued a final report, after several
years of studies, on the causes of the accident (see presentation May 1999).
This report concluded, on the base of new experimental results, that the only raison of the tank's pneumatic bursting which lead
to the accident is a considerable and sudden discharge of gas, due to a runaway of exothermal chemical reactions, which could
not have been forecast in 1994, by lack of knowledge.

Considering this new knowledge, the prohibition as regards cleaning sodium puddles with alcohol was confirmed for all CEA
facilities.

A lecture was given at the ANS Winter Meeting of November 99 ; ref : "Alcohol explosion during Rapsodiefast reactor
decommissioning (March 1994)" by P.Marmonier and J.Desreumaux.

Work to update the Operating reports of the plant started in 1999 (Technical recommendations, Safety reports and General
Operating Rules), and the Rapsodie plant has been safely maintained under monitoring.

3. PHENIX

1999 was devoted to doing the renovation, he inspection and the maintenance work on the reactor, which had begun on
November 1998. When this work is finished, in early 2001, operations wtill start again, and the experimental irradiations, in
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majority scheduled in the context of the "1991" Law, Axis 1, can begin. Completion of these experiments is the main reason of
the renovation work undertaken to rejuvenate the Plant.

The work is divided into four projects:
the renovation work, which particularly concerns improving building and equipment behaviour in the event of

earthquake,
ultra-sonic inspection of the welds in the reactor core shell,
visual inspection of the upper internal structures of the reactor block,
general maintenance of the installation and regulatory controls of the pressure instruments.

View of the works on the reactor building

3.1 Renovation work

It concerned the entire industrial facility to varying degrees. The work done during 1999 was primarily civil engineering work
performed to consolidate the superstructures of the buildings and to avoid any interactions between the buildings in the event
of an earthquake. It consisted in reinforcing concrete pillars in the reactor building and the steel frames in the other buildings.
Likewise, several cement block walls in the steam generators building were disassembled and replaced by steel cladding.

Other significant operations were undertaken, such as the installation of a separation between the zones which have piping
containing secondary sodium and the zones having water or steam piping. Work started also on the installation of an original
design of anti-whip devices on the high pressure piping in the steam generator building.

Lastly, two independent circuits were built, to ensure emergency circuit cooling (this means the evacuation of the reactor's
residual power in the highly hypothetical event of a major earthquake supposed to have knocked out all the other systems).
Each one of the two geographically separated circuits has its own pumps, cooling tower, and diesel engine generator sets.
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One of the five taps in the double wrapper

Ultra-sonic inspection of the welds in the conical shell

This operation was preceded by significant preparation, which involved both the qualification and the validation of the method,
and the optimisation of the intervention conditions, in particular with the implementation of an ALARA approach.

To perform the ultra-sonic inspection, a robot was developed to be able to travel in the 100 mm wide space separating the main
reactor vessel from its double wrapper, in order to move the sensors. The ultrasonic waves, propagated throughout the conical
shell which was immersed in 150°C sodium, are able to detect any unacceptable defects in the welds they travel through.

This work began in August with the realisation of five taps in the double wrapper of the reactor vessel. Then, following the
authorisation of the Safety Authority, weld control took place from 18 October to 23 December. The quality of the signals was
very good, and confirmed the good condition of the inspected welds.

3.3. Visual inspection of the internal structures

This inspection will take place in the year 2000, has been prepared. A test transfer of 135 m3 of primary sodium to the storage
tanks and then back to the reactor was successful. After some fine-tuning problems with the remote vision inspection booms,
their production is nearly completed.

3.4. Genera! maintenance of the installation

This maintenance and the regulatory inspection and control of the pressure instruments primarily took place in 1999. This work
revealed some cracks, involving a stress relaxation mechanism, on one steam generator unit; how to deal with these defects is
currently being defined. The production of new intermediate heat exchangers was deeply disturbed by the discovery of defects
in the integrity of the welds (porosity) in the tube/tubular plate liaison. After re-doing all the defective welds, the production of
the heat exchangers continued smoothly. Delivery is scheduled for the end of the second quarter 2000.
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All together, on-site, this work involved more than 2000 workers from over 250 companies, in addition to the personnel from
the plant and the added staff from GRAPH (the Phenix assistance group, made up of CEA / DAM and EDF / CLI agents).

4. SUPERPHENIX

4.1. Introduction

The ministerial decree ruling the start of the Superphenix decommissioning was issued on December 31, 1998. According
to this decree the following operations can be carried out, after specific agreements of the safety authorities :

• core unloading from the reactor vessel to the fuel storage water pool,

• removal from service of non-required systems,

• primary vessel draining and storage of the sodium.

Progress achieved on these topics in 1999 is summarised hereafter.

4.2. Core unloading

Beginning 1999, detailed safety studies on the selected option of unloading the core without the use of dummy
subassemblies have been completed together with the final definition of the unloading plan, from the periphery (breeders)
towards the centre of the core (fuel and absorber subassemblies). These studies have enabled the establishment of the
required set of safety documents, specific to the core unloading operation : the safety report and the general operating rule
reports. All these reports have been submitted to the approval of the safety authorities end of June.

After completion of design studies and of material procurement during the spring, the new electrical heating system has
been installed on the outer wall of the safety vessel and equipped with its thermal insulation. The system has been tested in
August and put into service beginning of September: it is capable of maintaining the primary sodium in the liquid state at
180°C without the use of the primary or secondary sodium pumps. All sodium pumps have been shutdown and all
secondary circuits have been drained. Thus the operational and maintenance costs for sodium pumps, secondary loops and
related auxiliary systems have been drastically reduced.

Before starting the core unloading, further works were needed on the fuel handling facilities. As a matter of fact these
facilities were not yet commissioned and in addition were designed for standard refuelling. Therefore they had to be
adapted to the particular conditions of the complete and definitive core unloading of some 650 subassemblies. Set up works
and qualification tests were carried out all over the year, but during the pre-operational tests a malfunction was detected on
the lifting winch chain in the reactor handling transfer chamber. The subsequent repair caused a delay of two months, so
that actual core unloading started only on December the first.

Core unloading consists in transferring each subassembly from the reactor vessel through the reactor handling transfer
chamber into various corridors and cells, allowing in particular sodium draining and then residual sodium cleaning in a
washing pit, before transfer to the water pool.

At the end of December, 18 breeder subassemblies had been successfully transferred and stored in the water pool. However
the feedback of these first unloading has led to the decision to improve the sodium draining procedure and the subassembly
washing equipment. The implementation of these modifications will cause an additional delay : the achievement of core
unloading is now anticipated for beginning 2002 (6 months beyond initial schedule).
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SUPERPHENIX

SODIUM HEATER OEVICE )

Heating device for SuperphSnix primary sodium

OgCHAfJ<*£Ht£MTOES ASSEMBLAGES \

Unloading system for Superph6nix subassemblies
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4.3. Removal from service of non-required systems

The objective is to isolate and prepare the facilities in order to ensure that future dismantling operations will be carried out
in the best conditions of security and costs. Several systems and components are no longer required, in particular those
related to the electricity production facilities.

Throughout the year an increasing number of systems and components have been removed from service. Examples of these
are two out of the four diesel generators and almost all the equipment housed in the turbine hall: motor and turbine-driven
feedwater pumps, water / steam circuits, feedwater and condensate plant, both turboalternators with their auxiliary circuits,
etc.

These operations require a very good knowledge of the facilities and a rigorous preparation : electrical cables are
disconnected and insulated from the components, pipes are cut or isolated, circuits are drained, products such as industrial
oils are evacuated. Finally each operation is recorded by updating the plans of the facility and the data base.

The increasing number of systems and components removed from service as well as the shutdown of sodium pumps and
circuits have enabled operational and maintenance requirements to be further reduced. One important consequence is the
departure of 96 people from the site during the year; this brings up to 300 the number of departures since the decision of the
final shutdown of the plant. End 1999,401 people were on the site staff.

4.4. Primary vessel draining and storage of the sodium

Secondary sodium is already stored in the solid state in existing storage tanks ; primary vessel draining for solid sodium
storage is in principle authorised by the decommissioning decree, however :

• residual storage capacity on site is below the primary sodium inventory,

• the decommissioning decree specifies that a new decree will have to be issued for final disposal of both primary and
secondary sodium.

Pending the next specific decommissioning decree and the related political decisions, only strategic studies were performed
during the year. These studies will continue with the comparison of alternative solutions and will focus on the following
strategy:

• maintain the primary sodium in the liquid state in the primary vessel for several years,

• design and construct on site a sodium destruction plant based on the proven NOAH process, already applied for
Rapsodie and PFR,

• treat first the secondary and then the primary sodium in the new plant by transforming it into sodium sulphate and
releasing into the Rhone river the equivalent of 2.5 t of sodium per day. Considering the absence of fission products (no
clad ruptures), the radiological impact for the most exposed individual would be 1 uSv/year and during only two years,
i.e. ten times less than the IAEA " trivial" threshold (10 uSv/year) below which the risk for health is considered
negligible.

5. R&D

5.1. Strategy and objectives

During the year 1999, a reassessment of the R&D strategy for nuclear power generation was conducted by CEA. The main
conclusions of this review are the following :

for the next period, there will be no need of nuclear plants construction in France ; the main objectives will be to ensure
the test operation of the existing reactor and cycle plants, and to get technical and economical data to prepare the further
steps;
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in about twenty years (depending of the life duration of existing plants), the renewal of existing reactors will begin ; a
main objective was identified as providing then the ability to control the plutonium stock pile ; and a major
consideration for that is to develop special fuel elements, allowing multirecycling of Pu in light water reactors which
certainly will constitute a signification part of the new nuclear park. The ability to accept and control Pu will be an
important characteristic of any kind of possible reactors;

minimisation of radioactive wastes will be a key issue for nuclear industry, and it will be a major requirement for future
reactors ; other criteria will be to make the best use of uranium and plutonium, and to achieve these goals with a
maximum of flexibility (for instance to burn or breed Pu); a fast neutron spectrum appears to be the best answer - the
basic reason being the higli value oft) (produced/absorbed neutrons).

So, fast reactors will be necessary in (he long term; the time of industrialisation is difficult to determine today, as it depends of
the extent of the period of renewal of the existing reactors. But it is clear that a long period is available for R&D.

A technical solution is well known : sodium cooled FR, by the operation of Phenix, Superphenix, the EFR project and an
important program of R&D. So intensive R&D in this field appears no longer necessary ; it will be reduced to the study of
main drawback of Na, and rely on international collaboration. The main effort will be devoted to alternative solutions ; the
objective is not to remain dependant on only one solution, and to make in depth studies of all variants, in order to make later
the best choice for industrial development. All is open and we intend to explore the merits of gas - other liquid metal - cooled
FR, molten salts reactors or water cooled reactors.

The CAPRA-CADRA programs remains identified, as they have for objective to assess the performances of the various
possibilities for Pu management and radioactive wastes destruction.

5.2. Mains results of R&D work on sodium cooled FR

5.2.1 Fuel and subassembly

On core materials, work concentrates on ODS steels for cladding, in collaboration with JNC, and remained in 99 devoted to
fabrication problems, with success in elaborating samples, and welding. PIE results were gained on highly irradiated 15/15 Ti
(density, tensile and creep properties). An experiment, Andromede, is in preparation to irradiate at high dose ferritic materials
in Phenix. Synthesis were made on wrapper materials : EM10, and comparaison of EM12 and T91. An experiment on
martensitic material is prepared for irradiation in BOR 60.

The GERMINAL code, describing the behaviour of fuel under irradiation was improved and the validation data extended.

A comparison of internal cladding corrosion of 15/15 Ti, 12-25 Ti, and EM12 was made, indicating good results for 15.15 and
EM12. Work on characteristics of the reaction between CsMoO4 and Na was completed and modelised.

In the frame of the CAPRA program, work was completed on the behaviour of CAPRA S/A in seismic conditions, and on
mechanical behaviour of heterogeneous bundles. A mechanism was proposed to explain the rupture of TRABANT1 fuel pin
(BOL corrosion with delayed rupture). The PIE examination of high burn-up PFR pins were completed.

5.2.2. Core

Work continued on ERANOS system qualification. Improvements were identified as necessary for the ERALIB library :
especially for sodium void effect, reflector gain of steel-sodium and neutronic protections. Relying on the results of CIRANO
program, the qualification was extended to CAPRA cores.

Improvements were made on the qualification of the DARWIN code, for fuel cycle, and identification of some remaining
lacks.

Work is completed on the description of thermal hydraulics and mechanics and the relevant codes are finalised.
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The interest of the examination of the Super Profil experiment was confirmed; indeed, it consisted of the irradiation of a lot of
pure isotopes in Superph6nix, and had reached the objective (320 EFPD). The actions to conduct and difficulties to overcome
were identified.

SUPERPROFIL Experiments in 8UPERPHENIX

irrsKfiatfon of samples of separated isotopes:

Pu isotopes, Np-237, Am-241, Am-243, Cro-244, Th-232, U-233, eto ...
Also: selected ft&ston produds.

Objecflve: Hsgh sccuracy detentntnatfon of Integral capture cross-sections.
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U
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5.2.3. Safety

Codes

A version of SAS4A code including a modulus on fuel was realised, and other models added during the year to lead at the
beginning of 2000 to a 99R3 version. Then the code manager should become JNC.

An important work continues on SIMMER III, in collaboration with JNC and FZK ; qualification of thermalhydraulics models,
and first.utilisation of the integral code on Phenix TIB problem.

For CONTAIN a detailed analysis of the code was completed.

Cabri tests

For the Cabri Raft program

The interpretation of RBI test led to evaluate the molten fraction to 11 % (recall: no fuel ejection across the pin rupture)
The RB2 test was successfully made in July ; the estimation is 20 % molten fraction and fuel ejection was observed. RBI and
RB2 tests represent so a very valuable information.
The TP2 test was successfully made in October, on a bundle of 3 pins submitted to a LOF + TOP sequence; pin failures, fue!
dispersion and plugging of the sodium channel were observed.

RB2 pin after test in CABRI

5.2.4. Sodium technology

An experimental on the thermalhydraulics of plugging meters was completed in 99. Some work was devoted to the study of
mechanisms of deposits, and transfer of contamination.
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Studies were conducted to optimise the SPm decontamination process, based on the analysis of samples coming from Phenix
IHX, for which some parameters had been changed during the application of the process.

Solution SO:
15 g/L H2SO4

0 g/L H3PO

Solution SI :
15 g/L H2SO4
10 g/L H3PO4

+ *

• •' i n . •

>>>

Ff '

Grain pull out

Intergranular
penetration

H3PO4 in decontamination
solution allows to limit grain pull
out and intergranular
penetration

So less degradation of materials

This is important for
, requalification of component

_ ' after decontamination

I [ S. )

1 1 1

Samples of IHX (in sensitized part) from PHENIX after decontamination with different solutions

A limited program was completed on cold trap regeneration using separation of tritium by permeation across nickel tubes.

In support to Superphenix decommissioning, the feasibility of washing absorber elements was determined.

One test was conducted on the new facility FUTUNA2, on a sodium leak at very low rate (0,1 cm3/mn), showing a noticeable
corrosion.

Results were gained in the frame of the ISI program : optimisation of EMAT transducers for NDE : propagation of US in large
components ; modelisation of US telemetry; tests of visualisation under water; Na cleaning by classical ways and by laser.
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For sodium thermohydraulics, some R&D continued on gas training, and on validation of LES models for thermal stripping
eveluation.

5.2.5. Structural materials and mechanics

Work continued on 316LN behaviour under creep and fatigue conditions. Progress were made on the comprehension of
delayed cracking observed on 321 steel (Ph6nix SGU), showing a higher sensitivity to this mechanism at beginning of life. An
experimental program was devoted to the behaviour ao welded zones : toughness, rupture time under creep conditions,
correlations between stress and creep rate, and between time and temperature ; tests were conducted to assess ageing
phenomena on welds of Ph6nix components.

Defaut initial Delattt FmaS

Crack propagation in bended tubes at 600 °C -theoretical and experimental studies
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A synthesis was made of the Symphony program, conducted on fast reactor core behaviour under seismic conditions, with
consideration of fluid structure interaction. For RCC-MR code, the main achievements were : improvements of calculation of
crack propagation under creep-fatigue; buckling rules validation for piping. Several experimental tests were made in the frame
of the high temperature fracture mechanics program, on tubes and mainly on plates, with a part devoted to the propagation in
welded zones. In support of the leak before break studies, tests on tubes and plates and their interpretation allowed to validate
correlations between stresses and rupture area, and between rupture area and flow rate. The first tests of a program devoted to
the high temperature mechanics of welded structures were conducted.
In parallel, a lot of expertise of Ph<5nix components, and calculations, were made in the frame of the extension of life program.

5.2.6. Preparation of 2000 program

2000 will be the last year of significative funding of the R&D program on sodium cooled fast reactors. Specific actions will be
completed in 99 or 00, and the main objective is to write synthesis and leave a final file gathering all results from R&D, in
order to ensure the best conservation of knowledge acquired in the frame of what had been for a long period a very important
program. Generic actions, as behaviour of irradiated materials or high temperature mechanics for instance, will be continued in
the frame of the program on innovative reactors.

5.3. R&D on alternative fast reactors

The evaluation of the interest of Pb or Pb/Bi cooled fast reactors had been initiated by an assessment of BREST 300
characteristics ; this work in 99 concerned mainly : neutronic calculation of the nitride core, leading to some discrepancies with
RDIPE results ; data prepared for the operating code OASIS ; thermalhydraulics calculations of the core. In connection with
the ADS program, a study is in preparation on the ways to prevent corrosion of structural materials.

On gas cooled fast reactors, a review was conducted by NOVATOME of the studies available on various solutions, in order to
get a good information on the existing knowledge. Reflexions were initiated to build a program for the next years. The first
studies were devoted to the problem of determination for core and reactor thermal parameters. Preliminary studies addressed
the point of core concept and decay heat removal. A first analysis was engaged of design rules for metallic or prestressed
concrete confinements.

5.4. CAPRA

5.4.1. Background

In 1999, CAPRA was replaced by the new CAPRA-CADRA programme. The aim of CAPRA-CADRA is to separate the two
aspects of Pu burning (covered by CAPRA) and the transmutation of MAs and LLFPs (covered by CADRA). At the same
tune, the scope of the new programme was enlarged to cover a broader range of reactor types rather than being restricted only
to fast reactors.

The motivation for examining Pu burning within CAPRA is to demonstrate the feasibility of stabilising the accumulated Pu
stockpile in a reactor "park" comprising a mix of reactors totalling approximately 60 GWe output. Initially, plutonium would
be recycled in current and next generation PWRs using innovative MOX assemblies and core. An important additional aim is
to clarify the potential role of other innovative reactors that might be introduced in the medium term. In particular, the
capability of High Temperature Reactors (HTRs) to contribute to Pu management in the medium term future, in addition to
examining their economic competitiveness and safety, is being studied. In the longer term, the R&D effort is examining gas
cooled fast reactors (GCFRs) as a possible alternative option to the well known sodium technology.

For waste management, in addition to the main option of using fast reactors, Accelerator Driven Systems (ADSs) are also
being considered. Their potential contribution to the reduction of the global radiotoxicity of ultimate nuclear wastes will be
examined along with comparative assessments of efficiency, safety and costs. Other innovative technologies, such as molten
salt reactors (MSRs) and their associated fuel cycles are also being considered. The evolution of different reactor parks
including ADSs will be simulated.
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This programme is carried out within the framework of collaborative agreements between various Europeean countries
(Belgium, France, Germany, UK) and also involves an element of international cooperation, with partners outside Western
Europee (e.g. Russia, Japan).

5.4.2. Summary of main results

Homogeneous recycling

Neutronic calculations for several siz.es of EFR type cores showed than the minor actinides's is contents are limited to about
2.5 % due to the degradation of the safety related coefficients. Some measures to increase this value iike the reduction of the
core high, the use of axially heterogeneous cores, the introduction of moderators or the use of absorbers at the top and bottom
of the core were investigated. The implementation of the last two measures simultaneously allows to increase the MAs content
up to 7 % and to obtain a transmutation efficiency of 20 kg/TWhe.

The evaluation of the BREST 300 project using nitride fuel and lead coolant proposed by RDIPE (Russia) showed the
possibility of MAs multirecycling. Nevertheless, a significant discrepancy were founded between CEA and RDIPE results.

The SUPERFACT fuel irradiation results were submitted to NNC for oxide fuel behaviour calculations with a MAs content
less than 10 %. A fuel modelling taking into account chemical effects for americium was done by AEA-T.

Heterogeneous recycling

In 1999, NNC has studied in detail in core recycling targets with an optimisation of the fuel pins design to cope with the
problem of the pressure induced by the He and fission products generation.

The COMODORE 4 and ECRIX irradiations in PHENIX were calculated with an improved method at CEA.

The reference CAPRA cores with moderated targets were studied showing a transmutation rate of 90 % with hydrogenated
moderators. In this case, all the minor actinides produced by the park could by incinerated in the moderated targets recycled in
FRs constituting 50% of the park. The design of the targets was also optimised to increase the moderator content. In this
concept the subassembly is occupied by a moderator bloc with holes to integrate the fuel pins and the coolant.

ECRIX-B (moderator = 11B4C) ECRIX-H (moderator = CaHY)

New concepts of targets
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This allows an improvement of about 30 % the transmutation efficiency of the targets. Nevertheless, this new design needs
some complementary qualification. In this case, the FR proportion in the park for the total transmutation of americium is
limited to 30 %.

To assess the fuel behaviour, the temperature and diameter of the fuel pins were varied in a sensibility study to analyse the
effect of the He production.

Dedicated cores

The transmutation capabilities and the safety aspects were studied for three different coolants: sodium, lead and helium. For
the first two, relatively small cores (150 MWth) with moderating fuel pins were used. In the helium case, a 1000 MWth core
with particles fuel was considered. The uncertainties on the mass flows and the multiplication factors due to cross sections data
were done for the three cores.

NNC and AEA-T developed a core design cooled by CO2 and based on the AGR technology. In this concept, the Pu and MAs
fuel pins are mixed with hydrogen moderated fuel pins. The very good transmutation performances of this core must be now
completed with safety studies.

The PINPOM irradiation project based on nitride fuels, was cancelled and replaced by a safety study conducted by CEA, AEA-
T, FZK, JAERI and JNC that could initiate an experimental programme.

5.5. Subcritical reactor for ADS systems

The main objectives of the studies conducted in CEA are : the evaluation of ADS systems capacity in transmuting long life
radioactive wastes ; the determination of the aims and technical options of a demonstration plant. CEA is associated with
CNRS, EDF and FRAMATOME in GEDEON, which contributed to several proposals for the 5th European common research
program.

Basic studies on the neutronics and control of a subcritical core fed by an external source of neutron are conducted in the frame
of the "MUSE" program, in Masurca.

In 99, the MUSE 3 test, realised in 1998, were interpreted ; neutrons were produced by a generator using D-T reaction, giving
a source of 14MEV, placed in the centre of Masurca inside three types of configurations :

a critical configuration without transition zone
three subcritical configurations obtained by withdrawal of peripheral fissile zones
two subcritical configurations with a central zone consisting in a Pb and Na diffuser, aroud the source.

A satisfying comparison of measurement and calculations was obtained : on global reactivity of the system, on distribution of
fusion rates.

MUSE 4 was prepared, and started at the end of 99, it will use a neutron accelerator of high intensity provided by the CNRS.

A code system is developed by the CEA to simulate the physical phenomena from the creation of neutrons by spallation till
their final use in the subcritical system. This system, called SPARTE, has 3 main components :

HETS code for transport above 20 MeV
TRIPOLI code for transport under 20 MeV
DARWIN code for evolution of the different species

A new version of SPARTE was elaborated and tested in 1999 ; characterised by several models of particles/nucleons
interaction at intermediate energy levels.

Corrosion studies by Pb-Bi were conducted, the objective being the behaviour of the spallation modulus, for which the
reference is Pb-Bi - where as the reactor should be cooled by gas. They include corrosion by static Pb-Bi; corrosion kinetics in
circulating Pb-Bi; protection techniques by specific coatings (Al based).
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Production of electricity -main data

• Production
- nuclear power plants
- conventional
- hydraulic

• Total 500 Twh (+2.7%)
(+2.6%)
- exportation
- importation
- pumping
- line losses

• Net consumption 401

Status of fast reactors in France in 1999
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375 Twh (75%) +1.8%
48.5 Twh (9.%) -7.5%
76.5 Twh (15.3%) +16.3%

among which 469 from EDF

68.7 Twh
5 Twh
6.3 Twh
28 Twh

.5 Twh (+2.1%)

Direction des reacteurs nudeaires



* fiuclear'powerplants

• 58 PWR units connected at the end of 99
- avaiiibility factor: 79.3% for 900 & 1300 Mwe

• lower than in 98 (81.1%), due to extension of planned
shut down to improve the confinement tightness of some
1300 Mwe plants, and modification of piping of shut
down cooling system for some 900 and 1300 Mwe plants.

-482 incidents ; 116 rated level 1, 3 level 2
• no further construction engaged
• renewal not before 2015-2025

Status of fast reactors in France in 1999 f •
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Fast Reactors - outstanding events

• Phenix : renovation work in progress
• successful inspection of core support structure
• start -up expected in early 2001

* Superphenix : decommissioning work engaged
• core unloading started in December

• k&D ; reorientation engaged on alternative fast
reactors

Status of fast reactors in France in 1999 C^T • • • • • • •
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0,-

Information on the accident of March 31,1994
- no technical news since last year
- communication at the ANS winter meeting in

November

Works on the plant
- updating the operation reports (technical

recommendations, safety reports, general operating
ruies)

Status of fast reactors in France in 1999 OC2TS e • • • • • «
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Ina orrenovaaon works /
- Reinforcement of buildings against earthquakes

• reactor
• SGU
• manutention
• turbine buildings
• reinforcement of sodium fire protection inside SGU

building (separation, ventilation, retention cans)

- Mitigation of the consequences of a rupture of
steam pipes

- New ultimate cooling circuits (water/air,
designed for seism) - two independant circuits

Status of fast reactors in France in 1999 ^~CC\ , • • • • • •
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• Inspection of structures of the primary circuit
• conical shell supporting the core

- by US across 6 holes in the «double envelop» shell,;
now completed ; very positive experience

• hanging structures of the vessel
- by US in 3 zones; inspected without problem

• upper structures of the reactor block - to be made in
2000

- by lowering the level of the sodium
-observation of the ACS and S/A heads
-position of S/A heads (to check there is no important

modification of the core support structure)
• Decennial maintenance works

Status of fast reactors in France in 1999 /~CS~H # # • # • • •
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3 new IHX were ordered and supplied
- defects detected on welds for two of them
- repairing in progress
SGU : defects observed during inspection of a
modulus
- origin demonstrated to be a non evolutive

fabrication defect, giving intergranular
decohesion - 321SS delayed cracking excluded

- Inspection of 4 modulus from SGU 2
- feasibility of ND inspection being studied

Status of f«st reactors in France in 1999
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• Starting early 2001
• Then operation to 2/3 Pn for some years to

realise an experimental program, mainly devoted
on wastes transmutation and incineration

Status of fast reactors in France in 1999
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without dummy S/A, from periphery towards center
cooling : no need of pumps, provided the sodium is kept
liquid ; possible by IHX and RUR, but not at the end of
removal
installation of an electrical heating system completed at
the end of August 99, in service in September

• heating wires and heat insulator on the outside of
safety vessel ~ 600 Kw

set up works and qualification of the fuel handling
facilities
16 breeder S/A transferred to water pool at the end of 99
modifications necessary to improve sodium draining
end of unloading anticipated for beginning of 2002

Status of fast reactors in France in 1999 £^£Zi~"N ^ • • # • • •
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-objective : isolate and prepare the facilities in order
to ensure that future dismantling operations will be
carried out in the best conditions of security and
costs.

-increasing number of systems and components
removed "from service
• two out of the four diesel generators
• almost ail the equipment housed in the turbine haii :

motor and turbine-driven feedwater pumps, water /
steam circuits, feedwater and condensate plant, both
turboalternators with their auxiliary circuits, etc.

- this allows departure of people : 96 in 99 ; 401 on
site at the end of the year

Status of fast reactors in France in 1999 C G C I • • • • • • •
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I Sodium removal*

- secondary sodium is already stored in the solid
state in existing storage tanks

- pending a necessary specific decree, studies will
focus on the following strategy :

• maintain the primary sodium in the liquid state in the
primary vessel for several years,

• design and construct on site a sodium destruction plant
based on the proven NOAH process, already applied for
Rapsodie and PFR,

• treat first the secondary and then the primary sodium in
the new plant by transforming it into sodium sulphate
and releasing into the Rhone river

Status of fast reactors in France in 1999 ("<pOj # • • • • • •
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- A reassessment of the strategy of R&D for nuclear
energy production was conducted by CEA in 1999.
The main conclusions are :

- The development of nuclear energy in France should
involve three phases:

• operation of existing plants
• renewal of the park, with the main objective of controlling

Pu inventory by multirecycling
e introduction of reactors able to ensure sustainable

development; complete utilisation of U ; using Pu ; burning
MA and LLFP - minimising ultimate wastes production -

This last objective is met with fast neutron spectrum
Status of fast reactors in France in 1999 /"**'£̂ '~N ^ # • # • • •
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• Superphenix will not restart

• Phenix is expected to operate still some years
According to the strategic analysis :

• Interest for fast reactors is confirmed to ensure
sustainable development of nuclear energy ; their
industrial deployment should take place in the
long term

• R&D will explore all technical solutions

Status of fast reactors in France in 1999 ("OT^ # • • « • • •
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Programme on liquid metal cooled FR
Strong decrease of the existing program on sodium
rR
- sodium ; well known, world wide experience,

feasibility demonstrated. R&D needs limited to
some specific drawbacks, Phenix and MAD
Superphenix (*)

- cloture of technological actions and introduction of
innovative actions mainly to improve the potential
of sodium and improve acceptability

Limited work on other LM (Pb, Pb-Bi)
- Pb or Pb-Bi: some advantages (no reaction with

water nor air) but also some drawbacks (corrosion,
density, temperature, inspection...); does not
appear as a real alternative

(*) Mise a I'Arret Definitif
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Interest of gas cooled fast reactors

GCFR have attractive characteristics :
- monophasic,, non corrosive coolant; perspective of

direct cycle Y competitivity; synergy with HTR
Important development of GCFR studies to assess the
possibilities of the concept
- check there are no « killing » drawbacks (loss of

coolant...)
- make an in-depth evaluation of all characteristics

• fuel (classical or particles); core ; operation, safety :
• components; fuel cycle and waste
• genera! design (ETGBR, small reactor...)

The potential advantages led to give priority to this
version, on which CEA puts its main effort
Status of fast reactors in France in 1999 O S L 3 • • • • • • •
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Molten salts or supercritical water: stage of basic
and exploratory studies

Relevant programs will be developped if the
results of this first assessment are promising
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R&D programme on Na cooied

As 2000 will be the last year of significant funding, this
program is concentrated on basic items, and the main
priority is to ensure the conservation of accumulated
knowledge

- redaction of synthesis
- management of the documentation

Status of fast reactors in France in 1999 O2CI • • • • • • •
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R&D on ISia cooiedFR - Some results ( i )

• Fuel
-cladding : concentration on ODS ; comparison

of high burn-up behaviour of various alloys
• Core physics

- extension of qualification of ERANOS and
DARWIN

• Safety
- development of SAS4A and SIMMER 3
- 2 experiments for CABRI RAFT program

Status of fast reactors in France in 1999 ( ~ ( p T * i « » « « » » #
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R&D on Na cooled FR - Some results {2}

• Sodium technology
- work in support of Superphenix decommissioning
- I S I : tests of visualisation under water; Na cleaning

; optimisation of EMAT transducers
• Structural materials and mechanics

- priority to the study of :ageing phenomena ;
behaviour of welded zones ; high temperature
fracture mechanics

- application to Phenix

Status of fast reactors in France in 1999 OEO • • • • • • •
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1999 proaress In sodium wastes manaaement

R&D on processes
- investigation of cutting techniques for cold-traps (cont01)
- water-treatment of HA-sodium in pressure-sealed

reactor: prototype ordered
- definition of an experimental programme on Water-

Vapour-CO2 process
Facilities setting
- Feasibility study of ELISE (processing facility for non-

radioactive sodium waste from CEA's R&D)
Waste cleanup
- Radioactive NaK processing continued in STED-Grenoble
- Definition of a decommissioning programme of non-

radioactive sodium experimentaifacilities
Status of fast reactors in France in 1999 •
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R&D programme on alternative FR

Evaluation of Pb or Pb Bi cooled FR
- assessment of BREST 300

• neutronics (discrepancy with RDIPE); operating code ;
thermaihydraulics

Gas cooled FR
- review by NOVATOME of the existing studies
- preparation of a program for the next years
- preliminary studies of core concept and DHR, of

design rules for metallic or prestressed confinement
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C&DIU^OAPRA programs •- ^
• The former CAPRA program was reassessed
• Two objectives are clearly distinguished

- Plutonium management: CAPRA
• Improved Pu Consumption in Advanced Reactors

- incineration of wastes : CADRA
• Consumption of Actinides and Wastes in Advanced

Reactors

• Both programs are jointly implemented under the
authority of the same Responsible
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Experimental programme iri Phenix

• Comprehensive programme built for the next years
- mainly devoted to transmutation of radioactive wastes
- partially replacing the programme foreseen in SPx

• Basic data
- 2 irradiations of samples of various isotopes
- 1 experiment on moderator materials

• Incineration of minor actinides
- homogeneous way : 3 experiments
- heterogeneous way: 3 exp. on matrices

4 on targets (+ 1 in HFR, 2 in BOR 60)
• Destruction of long lived fission products - 2 exp.
• Pu management (CAPRA) 1 exp. (+ 1 in HFR, 1 in BOR

60)
• Structural materials - 6 experiments
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CAPRA T CADRA- Spine results

• Homogeneous recycling
- study of cores able to use fuel containing up ot 7 %

MA (2,5 % for EFR)
• Heterogeneous recycling

- CAPRA cores : targets with hydrogenated
moderators ; optimisation of S/A : moderator block,
holes containing pins and coolant •=> 30 % increase
of transmatation efficiency

• Dedicated cores
- comparison of solutions cooled by Na, Pb, He
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f Subcritical reactor for ADS systems
Main objectives of CEA studies :
-ADS systems capacity in transmuting long life

radioactive wastes
- aims and technical options of a demonstration plant
Basic studies in the frame of MUSE program
- neutronics and control of a subcritical core fed by an

external source of neutron, in MASURCA
• MUSE 3 tests in 98, interpretation in 99 (source : generator

using D/T reaction)
• MUSE 4 prepared in 99 (source : high intensity neutron

accelerator)
Development of a code system : SPARTE
Study of corrosion by Pb-Bi
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